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We think we rule planet Earth. We believe
we have a God given right to. We imprison
animals and slaughter them. Yet we would
be horrified if another species enslaved and
slaughtered us.Of course we would fight
them - these aliens. But what if (just like
the incarcerated animals) we were
powerless to fight. What if these aliens had
always held us prisoner on a planet we
thought was ours? What if the Earth does
not belong to humans at all? What if we are
the aliens? Why do our Governments deny
the existence of the UFOs we see in our
skies daily? With their extremely advanced
technology EBEs could take our planet
Earth at any time. So why do E.T.s not
invade? Is it conceivable they may actually
ALREADY own planet Earth? If they were
friendly imagine the free energy and
intergalactic travel they have to offer. Yet
we still live in the stone age compared to
E.B.E.s.Are we being duped by our rulers?
They will not hand over the reins of power
easily. The conclusions drawn in this book
are my own. I hope to shed light on the
truth about our cousins from the stars. One
thing is certain. Aliens have always been
among us, in fact we ourselves ARE the
aliens. The different races and beliefs of
those who populate the Earth prove that
planet Earth has been visited many times in
the past. In fact the real enemies are the
corrupt Governments who wish to enslave
us all.
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Star Trek Science: Why Vulcans (and Other Aliens) Look Like Movies like The Blob and Critters imagine aliens
harvesting humans for food, an unpleasant prospect. But it doesnt track with the science of Humans Through Alien
Eyes - TV Tropes What if Humans are the aliens weve been looking for all along? According to experts, humans were
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most likely crossbred with another species, Human Aliens - TV Tropes Stories that have humans interact with aliens
who are actually alien run into the fact that were as weird to them as they are to us. This can cause the most Engineers
did NOT create Humanity or the Xenomorph - Alien MILLIONS of alien-human hybrids are living among us and
it could be YOU, conspiracy theorists have claimed. Are Humans the Real Ancient Aliens? NBC News Often in
science fiction, we see aliens enslaving humans for one Humans are particularly suitable for a certain kind of labor that
the alien race is Humans do NOT come from Earth - and sunburn, bad backs and If you dig deep enough, you may
even wonder if humans are native to earth. Dig even deeper and you may wonder if are humans a product of an alien
Alien news: Shock scientist claims humans should make contact NEARLY 60 percent of people surveyed said they
are convinced aliens are regularly abducting humans for experiments and other research. The Ancient Aliens Annunaki - Creation of Humans HUMAN DNA was designed by ALIENS, scientists who spent 13 years working on
the human genome have sensationally claimed. New Evidence That Humans Are Not From Earth, But ALIENS
Exploring the original Sumerian texts that describe the genetic engineering of humans. Robots created by aliens will
conquer space ahead of humans An artists conception of an alien spacecraft tractor-beaming a human victim. The
terms alien abduction or abduction phenomenon describe subjectively real memories of Alien abduction - Wikipedia
Aliens know we are here Top scientist claims humans should make contact NOW. ADVANCED extraterrestrial life
already know mankind is on Neil deGrasse Tyson Thinks Humans Might Be Too Stupid For Aliens The small but
significant gap between humans and other animals on Earth may shed light on why we see no alien visitors. reality
check - Why Would Aliens Enslave Humans? - Worldbuilding The Human Aliens trope as used in popular culture.
When a creature from a planet other than Earth looks like a human, sounds like a human, acts somewhat Are Humans
the Real Ancient Aliens? - NBC News HUMANS are ALIENS originating not on Earth but from cosmic genes which
fell to the planet trillions of years ago, a leading scientist has sensationally claimed. Microscopic alien organisms have
been controlling evolution and the development of life on Earth since the Are Humans Freaks of Nature? Daily
Planet Air & Space Magazine Even as the new kids on the block, humans are seemingly one of the precious few
instances of intelligence to arise in the universe since the Ancient astronauts - Wikipedia Humans (Homo sapiens) are
a species of bipedal sapient mammals native to planet Earth. They are Stargazers believe the majority of the habitable
worlds in the universe are likely to be almost entirely covered in water meaning the creatures Category:Fiction
portraying humans as aliens - Wikipedia IF we ever make first contact there could be ONE ingenious way that
humans and aliens could communicate, according to a bizarre new theory. FIRST CONTACT: If humans come
face-to-face with aliens THIS Fictional works in which humans are portrayed as extraterrestrials to a given species,
rather than the Pages in category Fiction portraying humans as aliens. Aliens are HERE on Earth and will TAKE
OVER, claims scientist Even as the new kids on the block, humans are seemingly one of the precious few instances
of intelligence to arise in the universe since the Human Aliens - TV Tropes Dr Ellis says that while the planet meets
humans needs for the most part, it does not perhaps serve the species interests as well as the aliens Expert says Humans
are Aliensand we were brought to Earth EXTRATERRESTRIAL species could have landed on Earth long before
humans evolved, a scientist has claimed. SHOCK CLAIM: Human DNA was designed by aliens, say scientists - 7
minEllis Silver has work for many years to bring his highly controversial views to the public view Human Alien
Species Fandom powered by Wikia Mr Friedman says aliens actually want to prevent humans colonising space and
will ultimately quarantine us here for the greater good to Aliens ARE out there: Shock claim suggests alien-human
hybrids But a more serious thought is that aliens may be more intelligent than humans are even able to comprehend.
Think of it like this: A worm on the sidewalk is Aliens may have ALREADY come to Earth before humans evolved
Human life, seeded to other planets by an extraterrestrial civilization, could explain why so many of the aliens in the
fictional Star Trek Aliens could look more like FISH than humans because majority of In a new interview with
Alien: Covenant director Ridley S Engineers did not create Humans, but are part of a linked, evolutionary chain, set
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